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The process of operations management is a combination of people, procedures, and tools—all three are necessary, and the absence of one component can put an entire enterprise solution at risk. At a more granular level, operations management is about correlating what may appear to be seemingly unrelated events and data across machines to determine what information is significant to your operational environment versus what is not.
[bookmark: Center Operations]With System Center Operations Manager 2007, Microsoft continues its commitment to providing a solid monitoring and management product. Although Microsoft licensed NetIQ's Operation Manager technology in 2000, not until Operations Manager 2007 did Microsoft put its finishing touches on reengineering the product. Now in its third major release, the software formerly known as "MOM," or Microsoft Operations Manager, has been rewritten and rebranded into Microsoft's System Center product line. Operations Manager 2007 concentrates on end-to-end application monitoring, moving beyond its previous server monitoring focus.

[bookmark: Manager ]Operations Manager 2007 monitors the health of an application, defined and measured by the health of the various pieces that make up that application. In today's environment, applications are no longer monolithic, so monitoring health typically includes network devices and the various pieces of a distributed application. Monitoring at the component level means that if a database used by an application has a problem, Operations Manager knows which application is affected.

[bookmark: to manage]Operations Manager 2007 also brings to the plate the capability to manage security and audit data, client machines, and common desktop applications, and collect and report on user application errors. Rather than being evolutionary in its changes as are most version updates to an application, Operations Manager 2007 is truly revolutionary in its approach to monitoring when compared to its MOM 2005 predecessor.

[bookmark: and a]Successfully implementing Operations Manager requires planning, design, and a thorough understanding of how to utilize its many capabilities. This complete guide for using Operations Manager 2007 from the authors of Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 Unleashed[bookmark: about Operations] gives system administrators the information they need to know about Operations Manager 2007 and what it can do for their operations—from an overview of why operations management is important, to planning, installing, and implementing Operations Manager 2007.

Microsoft System Center Operations Manager 2007 Unleashed[bookmark: newest version] provides a comprehensive guide to this newest version of Microsoft's premier management product.

[bookmark: packs related]As always, we do have a disclaimer: Resources and management packs related to the product continue to change rapidly. Sometimes it seemed that even before we finished a chapter, the information was changing. This has been particularly challenging because Microsoft is close to releasing its first service pack for Operations Manager 2007 as we complete this book. We have done our best to present the information as it relates to both the released version and the service pack, even as that continues to take shape. The information in the book is current as of the time it was written, and the authors have done their best to keep up with the constant barrage of changing management packs, utilities, URLs, and Knowledge Base articles.
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Fuzzy Systems and Knowledge Discovery (Lecture Notes in Computer Science / Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)Springer, 2006

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Fuzzy Systems and Knowledge Discovery, FSKD 2006, held in Xi'an, China, in September 2006 as a joint event in federation with the Second International Conference on Natural Computation ICNC 2006 (LNCS volumes 4221, and 4222).
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An Atlas of Gynecologic OncologyCRC Press, 2000

	While there are a plethora of practical texts relating to general gynecology, there are few specific to gynecological oncology. Taking a "cookbook" approach with clearly written and pictorial instructions, Atlas of Gynecologic Oncology: Investigation and Surgery describes and illustrates important procedures in the repertoire of a...
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PVM: Parallel Virtual Machine: A Users' Guide and Tutorial for Network Parallel ComputingMIT Press, 1994
Written by the team that developed the software, this tutorial is the definitive resource for scientists, engineers, and other computer users who want to use PVM to increase the flexibility and power of their high-performance computing resources. PVM introduces distributed computing, discusses where and how to get the PVM software,...
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MCSD Self-Paced Training Kit: Analyzing Requirements and Defining Microsoft .NET Solution Architectures, Exam 70-300Microsoft Press, 2003
Welcome to MCSD Self-Paced Training Kit:  Analyzing Requirements and Defining Microsoft .NET Solution  Architectures, Exam 70-300. By completing the chapters and the associated  activities in this course, you will acquire the knowledge and skills necessary  to prepare for the Microsoft Certified...
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Learning BeagleBonePackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to love and care for your BeagleBone and teach it tricks


	About This Book

	
		Develop the practical skills that are required to create an embedded Linux system using BeagleBone
	
		Use the embedded Linux software to control LEDs on the BeagleBone, empowering you to create LED flash...
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Encyclopedia of Information Technology Curriculum IntegrationInformation Science Publishing, 2008
As more and more universities, schools, and corporate training organizations develop technology plans to ensure technology will directly benefit learning and achievement, the demand is increasing for an all-inclusive, authoritative reference source on the infusion of technology into curriculums worldwide.
The Encyclopedia of Information...
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